A newsletter from AEGIS
SOME CURRENT HIGHLIGHTS
Training Courses
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AEGIS offer several training
courses on subjects such as
HVAC, Awareness of the CSM-RA
regulations, Traction Systems, EMC
Awareness, TMS, an introduction
to EN50126, EN50128 & EN50129
and Rail Approvals to name just a
few. Get in touch if you would like
more information about any of the
courses we deliver.
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Software Assessment &
Safety Engineering
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AEGIS is working with Magtec, a
Sheffield based electric vehicle
specialist,
providing
CSM-RA
support,
EN50128
Software
Assessment ISA and support,
EE&CS and EMC Engineering,
Safety Engineering and Verification
Body Approvals for the Angel Trains
Class 165 HyDrive project.

Assessment Body
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AEGIS is working with VTG Rail, a
private rail wagon hire company, to
provide Assessment Body (AsBo)
Services. VTG has appointed
AEGIS to fulfil the role of AsBo in the
application of the CSM-RA process
for a new hopper wagon that VTG
Rail are producing. The hopper
wagon will transport various types
of aggregate around the UK railway
network.

Safety Engineering
Support
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AEGIS is providing Safety
Engineering support to Stadler
for the Rolling Stock element of
the Glasgow Subway project.
This support includes the
Hazard Identification process,
management of the Hazard Log,
Justification of Safety Integrity
Levels and Development of the
Safety Case and liaison with the
ISA, the system integrator and SPT.
AEGIS is also supporting Stadler
with EMC expertise. This project is
a major milestone for Stadler as it
is the first time that Stadler’s rolling
stock will be part of an unattended
train operations system.

We hope that you had a fantastic Christmas
and an enjoyable New Year!
What a year 2018 was! We celebrated
our 21st Birthday, successfully delivered
several large projects, recruited 16
new employees, congratulated 6 of our
Engineers as they attained Chartered
Engineer status, gained UKAS NoBo,
DeBo and PAB accreditations and
changed the management structure of
the business all in 12 months!
AEGIS already has a busy calendar
for 2019. We are again sponsoring
the IMechE Annual Railway Luncheon
in March, have a team competing at
the Women in Rail Big Rail Diversity
Challenge in June and are exhibiting at
new exhibition Rolling Stock Networking
in July and again at Modern Railways RVE
in October. We are looking forward to
working with current and new clients on a
wide range of different projects within the
Infrastructure, Rolling Stock and
Plant sectors.

Our team continues to grow with 4 of
our new people joining us in the last
3 months. You can read more about
them in the recruitment section on the
last page.
To accommodate our ever-expanding
team, we have recently acquired a new
office on Brunel Parkway, Pride Park.
The additional office is situated just three
doors down from our main office and
will double our office space. This will be
in use from March. More information to
follow in the coming months.
We hope that you find this newsletter of
interest and welcome your comments
and feedback about the newsletter or any
of the projects we are working on.

SPECIAL REPORT

AEGIS Annual Company
Meeting...

Every year in December, we hold an annual company meeting with all our staff
members. This is a fantastic opportunity for everyone from our Preston and Derby
offices to get together at the end of another busy year.
There were lots of new faces in the room as we started the meeting by welcoming the 16 people that joined
the company in 2018. We were given an overview of projects delivered over the year by the section heads
and presented with the Strategic Plan for 2019. The plan shows how we are going to achieve our growth
target whilst retaining the culture and values that make us AEGIS.
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...and our Christmas Party!

We concluded the day with our Christmas Party at the Pentahotel, Derby.
AEGIS staff, our associates and their partners all enjoyed a fantastic selection of food and drinks with live
music provided by the “Two Tones”. The party went on well into the night!
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FOCUS ON

THE NEW ORGANISATION
AND THE DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR’S ROLE IN IT
Over the last five or six years, AEGIS has
changed and developed enormously, from
being a team of around a dozen staff to a
company employing over 40 people with a
turnover in excess of £5M and providing a
real alternative and positive choice in the
railway consultancy market.
When we set out on this phase of AEGIS’ journey
in 2012/2013, Mark and Chris invested a lot of time
in thinking about what makes our company what it
is - what makes it special. We set out our core values,
defined our brand promise and stated the vision which
defines who we are, and we set out to develop our
business with these at its heart. It was clear to us that
what was important, and what we were good at, was
creating a supportive, welcoming, flexible and caring
working environment - a company with a “family” feel
to it. Each year, when our people have been asked in
the annual staff survey what they thought the company
does well, consistently around two thirds of the
comments have chosen to highlight these qualities.
The growth of our business has of course brought
about significant changes to the company. No longer
can we all sit in the same office space, nor all fit in
the meeting room for the weekly meeting. We have
a more diverse range of services, many more clients
and lots of different types of great people. What this
means in terms of the company culture and identity
is that we must work harder to ensure we preserve it
and continue to be a people-focussed business. Whilst
the management team is of course very alive to this
challenge, the same annual staff survey has highlighted
it as a priority for all.
This is the reason for the recent change to the
management structure of the company. In this change,
Chris has moved into a new role as Development
Director. His involvement in delivering engineering
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projects is passed to the sector heads, including
Andy Colver - newly appointed as Head of Rolling
Stock, so that he can focus on the people, because
as a consultancy we are our people. So, what is a
Development Director and what does one do?
The primary concern of the Development Director is
the wellbeing and engagement of all members of
staff, ensuring that these are developed and cared for
through:
•

recognition

•

learning and development

•

effective leadership and management

•

reinforcement of the company values

•

open and honest communication

With regards to training and development of staff, the
Development Director is accountable for the company’s
Developing Engineer Scheme, for the people and
performance management process and for the training
and development platform.
With this change in place, we will energise the peoplefocus of the business to maintain that “family” caring
culture that makes us who we are, while we pursue our
goal of becoming the leading engineering consultancy
in what we do.

Another newly chartered
engineer Kath Uthayanan
Kath has recently attained his
IMechE Chartered Engineer status.
Kath is the 6th Engineer in the last
8 months to become a Chartered
Engineer with either the
IMechE or IET. Well done for
your hard work!

PAB Team
Congratulations to Alastair Roberts on becoming a PAB
Signatory. Alastair compliments the existing AEGIS Certification
Services PAB Signatories. Alastair is now able to sign off items
of OTP (On Track Plant) in accordance with the
requirements of RIS-1710-PLT.
Alastair has also recently been elected by the
accredited Plant Assessment Bodies
(PABs) to represent the newly-formed
PAB Constituency at the M&EE
Networking Group.

INDUSTRY EVENTS

RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE CUSTOMER
NETWORKING
SATISFACTION SURVEY
AEGIS exhibited at RIN York held at York Race
Course on 22nd November. The RIN networking
events continue to grow rapidly as 90 companies
exhibited and over 400 visitors attended making this
event three times bigger than back in 2017.

At AEGIS, our aim is to delight the customer. It is one
of our core values, which we strive to live by each and
every day. To measure how well we are achieving this,
each December we ask our customers to complete a
simple three-question survey so that we can monitor
our performance and continually improve the service
we provide. The results are now in and we are very
proud to be able to
report that the results
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SPONSORSHIP
AEGIS sponsored local team, Spondon Rovers
Lightning, were invited to attend the game between
Derby County Football Club v Reading Football Club
to escort the players
onto the pitch.
It was a fantastic
opportunity for the
boys to walk onto
a full-sized stadium
pitch and to meet
their team heroes!
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We are delighted
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third year running thank you to everyone who took part in our survey.
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More details are given in this infographic, which is
available in the news section of our website.
AEGIS Customer Satisfaction Survey 2018
Click here to see the survey results.
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RECRUITMENT

New Starters
EFTHIMIA KALOGERAKI
Efthimia joins as Graduate Engineer and is following our IMechE accredited AEGIS
Developing Engineer Scheme. She has a MEng in Civil and Transport Engineering and
previously worked at the European Union Agency for Railways in Lille where she was
involved in safety-related projects. She will spend time working within each area of the
business starting with our Safety Engineering team along with undertaking external
placements as part of the scheme.

JANE BUCKNALL
Jane has joined as Core Services Administrator.
Jane previously worked in finance at her local parish council and for a charity. She will
be undertaking various activities within the Finance, Marketing, Quality and Projects
departments.

ED BRUNDLE
Ed joins as Senior Safety Engineer.
Ed is a Chartered Mechanical Engineer and has more than 10 years’ experience in the rail,
nuclear and process industries. Ed will be working within the Safety Engineering team.

PHILIPPA KNOTT
Philippa joins as a Senior Safety Engineer.
Philippa has spent over 20 years at Rolls Royce in the nuclear submarine division. She has
a wealth of experience writing safety cases and in delivering ALARP training. Philippa will be
working within the Safety Engineering team.
We would like to welcome Efthimia, Jane, Ed and Philippa to the team.
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